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One of the first places Professor Stephen Toope visited as Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge University was the Chinese embassy in London. He posed for photographs with ambassador Liu Xiaoming and the ...
How China bought Cambridge
In "Vesper Flights ," Helen Macdonald brings together a collection of her best loved essays, along with new pieces on topics ranging from nostalgia for a ...
Helen Macdonald To Discuss "Vesper Flights" In An Online Event For Oblong Books
Sophie Hodgson has been supporting students on their IELTS journey since 2003. In this a… FUN word activities: worksheets for Pre A1 Starters, A1 Movers and A2 Flyers – Part 2 Meet Frankie, Woody and ...
Complete IELTS Bands 5-6.5 Students Pack
Rebecca Rios, one of our Learn English with Cambridge presenters, shares 5 practical steps for setting up and running a book club with teens, that will work both for online and in-person classes. When ...
Complete IELTS Bands 4–5
We asked top venture capitalists to name the most promising startups aimed at consumers so far in 2021. Here are the 23 companies they selected.
23 of the most promising startups aimed at consumers of 2021, according to top VCs
New research shows the gender gap in the teaching and study of economics is still dramatic and actually getting worse. Economists argue that this is not just a problem for the discipline, but for ...
Report: Women economists underrepresented 'at every level' in UK academia
First lady Jill Biden and the Duchess of Cambridge, Kate Middleton, visited an early education center in Cornwall. After meeting with staff and talking with the students, they took part in a ...
First Lady and Duchess of Cambridge Visit School in Cornwall
In 2020, the marketing cost behind enrolling one student was about $3,900. Company leaders hope to reduce that to around $3,500 once the acquisition is complete.
Cambridge-Based Online Learning Platform edX To Be Acquired By 2U
Hunterdon County Polytech Career & Technical High School students recently presented a portfolio of projects they completed for real-world clients through the Bridging the Gap program. Through ...
Hunterdon County Polytech students complete ‘Bridging the Gap’ program
With 250 young midshipmen, up to 25% of them women, entering the Naval Academy Preparatory School at Naval Station Newport later this month, the school is looking for sponsor families who would be ...
Naval Academy Preparatory School seeks sponsor families to give students ‘home away from home’
To deal with the difficulties of college projects, you can turn to EduBirdie Canada, which is a top-rated writing service for students. Professional writers working there help students complete their ...
Top 5 Bike-Friendly Student Cities
The Harvard Law School and University of Cambridge J.D./LL.M. Joint Degree Program ... All Harvard University schools are required to follow this calendar. Students who are scheduled to complete their ...
Harvard Law School and University of Cambridge J.D./LL.M. Joint Degree Program
Faculty and students were stripped of what little stability ... Honyoust called for reestablishing trust within the Cambridge school and community. “This will require a complete transparency. Although ...
Cambridge School Board Reverses Itself On Indians Moniker Again
Whether in 1:1 learning sessions, laughter with an on-campus family or adventures far and wide, Lawrence Academy students find genuine and meaningful learning.
Lawrence Academy: A life with meaning starts here
Children under 16, Cambridge University students and those with a Friends ... It was really nice to see a complete mixture of ages. Botanic gardens tend to have a reputation of only being ...
Things to do Cambridge: 'I visited the botanic garden and have never felt so relaxed'
On its expanded patio at the Beertown in Cambridge, the restaurant can now ... says they opened their outdoor dining in March and students came down in droves before the stay-at-home order ...
Region's patios ready to come alive this weekend with reopening
With an ever-increasing number of stray and neglected animals needing care and welfare shelters filled beyond capacity, immense pressure is experienced by a local rescue organisation centred around ...
Consider fostering pets at Hart
TheMcrCollege celebrates Student Awards 2021 - The virtual event showcased students’ remarkable achievements over an academic year like no other. Students and colleagues at The Manchester College came ...
The Manchester College celebrates Student Awards 2021
This week, however, Biden steps into a global spotlight, complete with the expectations ... which also included a visit to the students' pet bunnies, for whom the first lady carried a bowl of ...
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